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Perhaps the First Converter or Q-5er 
by Ed Lyon 

During the late 1930s, hams learned to use broadcast-band receivers as I-F amplifiers for their home-

brew communications receivers, which were thus simply converters. Then, after the war, many fine 
military receivers operating at relatively low frequencies became available as surplus, and were similarly 
employed to further amplify the I-F outputs of ham receivers. These post-amplifiers were caller Q-5 ers. 

If the 1920s are considered to be the pioneering years of amateur radio, then the 1930s must have 
been the "golden years." In the 30s, hams had a 

lot of fun building their own equipment, and 
talking about it, and talking about it (no, I'm not 

repeating myself; the hams invented the term rag-

chewing, and became proficient at it). In the 1920s 
all the radio spectrum described by the government 

as useless, from a wavelength of 200 meters on 
downward was "given" to the hams. The amateurs 
and a scant few non-ham scientists explored this 
"useless" region, and became the pioneers of the 
shortwave spectrum, bringing it into its very 
existence. 

But in the Great Depression years that followed, 
only the self-taught radio engineering skills (or 
was it an art?) kept the hobby alive at all. Armed 
with little more than a Radio Amateurs Handbook, 

a few hand tools, and access to the neighborhood 
dump where old household appliances like old 

battery-fed radios were disposed of, these 
enterprising radio enthusiasts made do with 
receivers and transmitters they made by hand. 

Of course, crystal control had been invented, and 
made building a transmitter quite easy. Nearly 
every amateur started off with a two-tube 

transmitter called a MOPA (for master oscillator 
/power amplifier) which was gentle to the delicate 

crystal and delivered a relatively stable CW Morse 

signal which could get the amateur a contact 

anywhere in the world. The ham's first receiver 
was also a two-tube set, using a regenerative 
detector stage and an audio amplifier, just to get 

comfortable headphone volume. Separating the 
many signals in the narrow ham bands wasn't fun, 
though, and listening to CW Morse was tough 
unless the listener set the radio to a high degree of 

regeneration, and didn't breathe on the tuning 

knob. 

What all hams of the 30s dreamed about was a 
superhet receiver. Making one wasn't easy, as 

many of the parts available for free were from 
older radio carcasses, most likely to be TRF sets. 
Besides, many hams just didn't have the skills 

needed to make a superheterodyne receiver which 

actually operated better than the old regenerative 

set. The potential was there, in the superhet, to get 

selsctivity (to separate the signals), and sensitivity, 
and then to have a beat-frequency oscillator (BFO) 
to allow relaxed listening to pleasantly-pitched CW 
signals. One thing every ham wanted to do was 
complain that the sender's transmitter chirped or 
pulled, or squegged, with firm knowledge that the 

problem wasn't in his own receiver. 

Enter McMurdo Silver and Marshall, and the fine 
parts they made. This company published hook-up 
diagrams many clever radio sets, mostly using their 

own fine components, but the even more clever 
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ABOUT RADIO AGE: Radio Age became the monthly 
newsletter of the Mid-Atlantic Antique Radio Club effective June 
1994. (Prior to that date, the MAARC Newsletter and Radio Age 
were separate publications.) Subscription to Radio Age begins 
with the next available issue after the membership application and 
dues are received. Dues are $20 in the U.S., Canada, and Mexico, 
and $35 per year elsewhere. (U.S. funds, please.) Two- and three-
year memberships are available as noted on the application and 
renewal forms. Life memberships are also available; contact the 
Membership Chair. All checks should be made payable to 

MAARC and addressed to the Membership Chair. Back issues 
of the MAARC Newsletter from Vol. 1, No. 1 (August 1984) and 
most issues of Radio Age from Vol. 1, No. 1 (Oct. 1975) are 
available for $ 1.75 per issue postpaid from Barry Zimmerman at 
the address in the left column. 

Entire contents of this newsletter copyright 01997, Mid-Atlantic 
Antique Radio Club, unless specifically marked otherwise on each 
article. Generally, all articles in Radio Age may be reprinted by 
other publications provided specific permission is first obtained 
from a Radio Age editor, and full credit is given to Radio Age and 
to the author of the article. 

Submissions to Radio Age are eagerly solicited. Typewritten copy 
is preferred. Articles submitted on 5 1/4" or 3.5" PC-format 
diskettes in ASCII, WordPerfect, or Microsoft Word (DOS or 
Windows) formats are very much appreciated. (Leave off the 
fancy formatting and fonts because we will have to modify them 
anyway.) Photos should be high contrast black and white. Send 
submission to one of the co-editors shown at the left and be sure 
to include your name, address, and phone number. 

MEETINGS: Unless otherwise noted, MAARC monthly 

meetings are held at the Seventh Day Adventist Church in 
Burtonsville, MD. Consult the calendar section for dates and 
times and the map below for directions. There is a traffic signal at 
the intersection of MD 198 and McKnew Road. Park in the lot 
behind the church or on McKnew Rd. Do not block the fireline 
to the rear parking lot. Entrance to the meeting is via the door to 
the gymnasium. 

Editor this issue: Ed Lyon 
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ham exploited the schematic, and freely substituted 
his own parts, always, however, leaving room for 
the originally-called-for Silver Marshall compon-

ent. Many such home brew makers even drilled 

the hole patterns for the "proper" Silver-Marshall 
parts, hoping someday to run across one or more of 
them, enabling him to perfect a wanna-be S-M 

radio. 

One of the very good radios that Silver Marshall 
engineered wound up being published in the 1927 

Citizen's Radio Call Book. While this predated the 
Depression, it was the type of magazine relished by 

Depression hams, showing how to make many 
radio sets using parts from the 20s, most likely to 

be affordable by these hams. As usual, it called for 

a large variety of S-M parts (sockets, dials, coils, 
variable condensers, etc.), but a few other 
manufacturer's parts, like Carter rheostats and 
switches. This radio was unusual, in that it didn't 

tax the home-brew builder in the intricate portions 
of the superhet, like the IF amplifier. Instead, this 
S-M radio used another radio, fixed-tuned to a 

Figure 1. The highly shielded 1926 S-M receiver 

Figure 2. Schematic Diagram of S-M receiver. 

NAA frequency, as its IF amplifier. The dropped-
in radio was a S-M 440, originally intended for 

automated reception of time signals on 112 kHz. 

Now, for 1926, when this radio was designed, 
112 kHz was a relatively high IF. Most superhet 
radios of the time were using IFs below 70 kHz, 
and had severe image-frequency problems 
anywhere near the short wave bands. One of the 

big advantages of this S-M receiver is that the 
shielding in it is complete. For an all-triode 

receiver, it is a well-designed set, and probably 
performed quite well. Fig. 1 shows the back of a 

finished set, and the S-M 440 NAA receiver used 
as an IF amplifier is clearly visible on the right. 

Fig. 2 shows the schematic. 

Now, I don't know of any earlier use of a radio 
receiver as the IF amplifier for a higher-frequency 
set. Maybe some of our readers do, and will write. 
Wouldn't this radio make a fine home-brew for a 

contest! 
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Layout and wiring diagram of Silver- Marshall superhet with SM440 receiver as its IF amplifier 
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Re-Polarizing Electrolytic Condensers - Part 2 
Finishing the story about reform by Charles Rhodes 

In March, this journal carried the beginning of this article describing an instrument for re-forming 

electrolytic condensers. The conclusion, here, includes operating instructions, more on the theory, and a 

full schematic, along with a suggested construction architecture. 

Figure 1. Charlie's condenser re-former. This prototype has a fourth pilot light, another neon, with a red lens, wired 
across the 1-amp power line fuse. If it lights, it means the fuse popped, and the condenser might possibly still be 
charged, indicating that the function switch should be switched to "safe," to discharge the condenser. Also, in this 
prototype, the function switch, with the pointer knob (on the left), is not well located, putting the operator's fingers 
too close to the condenser terminals, far left. Its position could be swapped with that of the big red neon (top) which 

indicates that the condenser is under test, and is charged. 

Our aim in the re-former (or re-polarizer) is to 
feed the condenser under treatment with a 

constant current. This certainly hurries the process 
optimally. Our constant-current circuit uses a 6J5 

tube and a fixed-bias NPN transistor used in its 
cathode return to force a constant current through 

the tube. Fig. 2, the schematic diagram of the re-
former, shows this arrangement. To prevent 
temporary overloads of the transistor, I have shown 

three of them in parallel, allowing the builder to 
use the most inexpensive types imaginable, 
2N2222s. By putting separate-but- equal 1800-ohm 
resistors in their emitter returns, the three share the 
current equally. For the 2N2222, the base-to-

emitter voltage drop is 0.7 v, while the base is held 

firm at 7.5 y by the zener diode. This puts the 
emitter at 6.8 y, and thus generates a current of 
about 3.8 mA per transistor, for a total of 

somewhat over 10 mA, our condenser charging 

current. 

Note that this current is generated by the 

transistors, and it is forced to flow through the 

lower 6J5 tube, moving its cathode voltage to 

whatever value it needs to make that amount of 
current flow. The 6J5's grid is fixed in voltage, so 
the cathode really doesn't have to move very far in 
voltage. This constant current has to flow through 
the condenser under test (assuming the switch SW1 

is set to the "up," or "re-form" position. Oh, yes, 
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there's the other (upper) 6J5 to absorb the current, 

but we'll talk about it a bit later. Trust me, here; 

that tube, for now, is cut off, and carries no current. 

The plate of the constant-current 6J5 will swing to 
whatever voltage is required to keep a constant 

current flowing, and this voltage swing will be 
seen by the condenser under re-form as a steadily 
rising voltage. 

When this rising voltage gets high enough (as 

determined by how far the operator had swung the 
voltage-set control, R2), the upper 6J5, which we 
will call the "re-form voltage set control tube," 

comes into play. As the voltage across the 
condenser under re-form approaches the set 
voltage, the cathode of the upper 6J5 is brought 

down to a voltage near its grid voltage. Now, it is 
no longer cut off, but starts to accept some of the 

constant current being delivered by the constant-
current 6J5. All this occurs when the upper 6J5 

cathode voltage is within a few volts of the set 
voltage. 

So, the condenser under re-form is delivered a 
constant current of about 10 mA, beginning with 

zero volts across it, and the voltage across this 
condenser begins to rise until it is within a few 
volts of the preset reforming voltage. At this point, 
the constant 10 mA of current transfers over to 

feed the upper 6J5, instead of the condenser. At 
this time, the condenser under re-form is re-
polarized, and its anodic layer of aluminum oxide 

is completely restored. The current meter I have 

put in the re-former is a zero-center unit which 
registers the current flowing from the constant-

current 6J5. As long as this current flows into the 
condenser under re-form, the meter will read about 
full-scale to the left, indicating current into the 

condenser. At the end-point, though, when the 

condenser voltage has risen to the set point, the 
current transfers over to the upper 6J5, indicated 
by the meter needle swinging from the left end to 
the right end of the scale. This is the signal that re-
forming is finished. 

If the condenser under re-form is defective, and 
has an area of its plates which will not accept a 

proper anodic layer, the current will not switch 

over to the upper tube, since the voltage will not 
rise to the set level. This is a condenser which 

would draw excessive current, all the time, in a 
radio, and which would eventually overheat and 
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might explode. If this condenser is being re-

formed, the current meter needle will stay to the 
left, and never switch over to the right. The 

operator would note this, and after a minute, would 
want to terminate the process and toss the defective 

condenser into the trash. He does so by first 

switching SW1 to the down position (on the 
schematic), which would be labeled "SAFE." 

This places a heavy resistor across the condenser 
under reform and shunts all the constant current 
through the upper 6J5. The heavy resistor 

discharges the condenser under re-form so that it is 
safe to handle. 

CIRCUIT DETAILS 

At this point, I should go through some of the 

important circuit details, especially those relating 
to safety and ease of operation. I built the 
prototype of this instrument in a slope-front 

cabinet which has a separate chassis. You can 
cram it into a big meter cabinet or any which 
allows all the controls and meters to be placed 
where they can be seen and used conveniently. I 
will describe circuit details in two parts, here; the 

power supply can be treated separately from the 
instrument, proper. 

I. Power Supply 

This power supply, shown on the right side of the 
schematic, should produce about 650 v, but at only 
10 to 15 mA of current. This is a very high 

voltage, and should not be taken lightly. To get 
this voltage, I chose any of several small power 

transformers indicated in the notes on the 
schematic, and used a bridge rectifier made up of 
silicon diodes. To be safe, I doubled the diodes, 
putting them is series to prevent their breakdown 

due to the high voltage. I used a 470k-ohm 
equalizing resistor across each diode to share the 
inverse voltage stress on them, and also doubled 

the filter condensers in the power supply to keep 
them from being subjected to too high a voltage. 

Again, equalizing resistors were used to help share 
the voltage stress. 

I fused my power supply with a %-A slow-blow 

fuse, probably no higher rating being necessary, 

depending on the quality of the power transformer. 

Some cheap transformers will draw almost that 
amount of current with no load at all, just due to a 
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limited primary inductance. Try a quarter-amp, 

and if it blows all the time, graduate to a half-amp 
fuse. Be sure it is a slow-blow type, since the 

inrush current may easily exceed an ampere. 

This power supply only has to produce about 10-

12 mA of current. Almost any junk-box power 
transformer will probably do. The power 
transformer must have two filament secondaries, 
though. They do not both have to be 6.3 volts; one 
can be the usual 5-v winding normally used for a 
rectifier. The two filament windings are used 
because the cathodes of the two 6J5s are running at 
such different voltages. We don't want a heater-
to-cathode breakdown, here, so two separate 
windings are a good idea. 

In my prototype, I put a fourth neon panel lamp 
across the power- line fuse so as to indicate when 
the fuse blows. A blown fuse leaves all the other 
pilot lamps extinguished, and the operator might 
not know what the condition of the condenser 

under re-form might be, so this extra lamp tells 
him the fuse has blown, and he should be sure to 
switch the function switch, SW1, downward, to 
discharge the condenser under re-form. 

Switch SW I was chosen as a rotary wafer switch 

with two wafers. One wafer is used for the pilot 

lamps only, since it switches the power line 
voltage to the various lamps. The other wafer is 
running at very high voltage, and so it wouldn't be 
a bad idea to use a ceramic-wafer unit, made for 
transmitters. Be careful about the wiring to this 

switch; don't leave solder blobs or wire whiskers 
sticking out too close to the switch framework. In 
my prototype, this switch is placed too close to the 
condenser under re-form terminals to make me 
happy. My knuckles come fairly close to these 
terminals, and although I haven't been surprised so 
far, it would be a good idea to swap the positions 
of this switch and the big red neon used to indicate 

the terminals are under voltage, and are UNSAFE 

to touch. This serendipidously puts this warning 
neon right near the affected terminals. (Is this a 
wonderful country, or what?) 

For all pilot lamps, I chose neons, for their long 
life. A person could use incandescents, but it is not 
a good idea. Another choice would be LEDs, fed 
from a little d-c power supply, if you trust LEDs to 
last long. The neons are available from Radio 

Shack, and their holders have built-in resistors to 
control the lamp current. 

2. Re-forming circuit 

The rest of the circuit is straightforward. First, 

some more about switch SW1. It does one main 
thing: it connects the condenser being re-formed to 

the constant-current circuit when it is placed in the 
up (on the schematic) position. This would be in 

the clockwise position for a rotary wafer switch. 
In the opposite position, it disconnects the 
condenser from the current source and puts a big 
power resistor of about 1-5 k ohms across the 
condenser being re-formed. An auxiliary function 
of this switch, carried by a separate wafer, is the 
illumination of the proper pilot lamp to tell the 

operator what is going on. 

There are two 6J5 tubes in the circuit, the upper 
one being the end-point voltage control tube, and 
the lower one being the constant-current source for 

the system. The lower one has no controls, since it 
has a simple function, which is unchanging: feed a 
constant 10-12 mA to the load. The load is either 
the condenser under re-form (switch SW1 up and 
the condenser accepting current, that is, actually 
being repolarized or being heated [if it is 

defective]) or the upper 6J5 (when the switch SW1 
is down or the re-polarization of the condenser is 

completely finished). The upper 6J5 has its grid 
bias set by control R2, a 500-k pot. This should be 
a linear taper pot, not audio taper. Best bet is a 
military surplus Allen-Bradley unit — they last 
forever. This pot is used to set the voltage that will 

be eventually reached in re-forming the condenser 
under treatment. 

As can be seen in the photo (Fig. 1), there are 
two panel meters, the left one is the current meter, 

a zero-center unit which will virtually always be 
reading full-scale: to the left (registering current 
into the condenser) or to the right (registering 

current into the voltage-set tube). It can be a +/-
10-mA meter, or any more sensitive zero-center 

meter (like a +/- 1-mA unit); the little rheostat 

across it in the schematic serves to adjust its 
sensitivity. This rheostat is set so the meter reads 

almost full scale each way. The second meter is 
used as a voltmeter, indicating the voltage set-point 
for re-polarizing the condenser under treatment. 

Since we will be re-forming many condensers at a 
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little over 500 volts (these would be the 450-volt 

caps), the meter should be able to read this high a 
voltage. A 0-600 scale would be ideal, in a meter 

made to read full-scale with 1 mA current. It could 
then be made into a respectable 0-600-v meter 

through the addition of a 600k-ohm resistor. If the 
scale reads only 0-500 v, though, which is far more 
likely in a junk-box meter, you may have to set it 

slightly above full-scale when re-forming 450-v 
condensers. At any rate, use any series resistance 

needed to make the meter read the actual voltage 
on the circuit, as calibrated by your bench meter. 

What we are aiming at is a fairly accurate 
voltmeter able to read slightly above 500 volts, 
maximum. If you are going to re-form only two 

types of caps, like 150-v units and 450-v units, you 
can take the meter out of its case and carefully 
mark the scale at the two re-forming voltages for 
those caps, which would be 165 y and 525 v, 
respectively, using a pen and India ink. 

The schematic of this unit is shown as Fig. 2, on 
the next page. 

USING THE RE-FORMER 

The voltage-set potentiometer is the only control 

you need to adjust before re-forming a condenser. 
This voltage is set with the function switch, SW1, 
set to the SAFE (down, on the schematic) position, 
at which point the green pilot should be lit, and the 

current meter should read full scale to the right, 
meaning the current is flowing into the upper 6J5. 
The voltage on the condenser terminals should be 
zero at this time, because of the action of the 
function switch. Now is the time to connect the 
condenser to be re-formed. Watch polarities. The 
lower (in the schematic) terminal should be 
colored black, and is grounded to the chassis. This 

connection to chassis is to prevent shock when 
touching the condenser outer can, which is often 

internally connected to the condenser's negative 
terminal. 

Now the set voltage is checked again, to make 
sure it agrees with the voltage intended for 

polarization (about 5-15% higher than the working 
voltage rating of the condenser, or at least 15 % 
higher than the highest expected operating voltage 

for the particular condenser being worked on). The 
function switch SW1 is flipped (up on the 

schematic), and the current meter should flip to the 
left showing current going into the condenser. 

After a short time (maybe 20 seconds to a minute, 
depending on the size of the condenser) the current 

meter should flip over, smoothly, to the right, 
indicating the end of the polarization process. It 

may hesitate, flip several times toward the left, 
then settle down to the right. That is OK. It 

indicates that small scars developed in the anodic 
layer, and are being patched up. If the erratic 
meter behavior continues for a minute, though, the 
condenser is probably bad. 

If, when the function switch SW1 is flipped to 
RE-FORM (up), the current meter just jiggles a bit, 
or stays to the right, it means the condenser is 
refusing current, and is not polarizing. Its 
electrolyte must have dried up completely. It is a 
trash-can candidate. 

Anyone contemplating building this instrument 
may want to contact me regarding detailed chassis 
layout, and any other hints and kinks in the 
construction process. My name, address, phone 
number, and e-mail address are on the masthead, 
page 2. 

For the Record 

The April meeting of the Mid-Atlantic Antique Radio Club was held on the 19th in almost-fair weather. 

The flea marketing before the meeting went smoothly, but rain developed during the meeting so that those 
leaving had to run for the shelter of their cars. About 85 persons stayed for the meeting, with the usual 12 

or so leaving before the event started, having come only for the shopping. The good news was that the 
MAARC trailer, still filled with tubes and tables, was recovered by the Prince George's County Police, 
intact, with only the locks broken. For a modest storage fee, we got it back, and we were back in the tube 

sales business at meeting time, thanks to Gene Gardner and Charlie Scarborough. Charlie Rhodes showed 
part 1 of a video made by Lea Barker of the Ottawa Club on restoration of a Radiola AR812. About $415 
was garnered by the treasury, from jacket sales, tube sales, auction proceeds, and capacitor sales. Thanks 
again to Pete and Sharon Burns for their work on capacitor sales, and to Charlie Scarborough on tubes. 
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Radioactivity - 98 
Mid-Atlantic Antique Radio Club 

June 11-12-13, 1998 

Themes: 50 Years of FM Radio, Philco Radio's 70th Birthday 

June might seem far away and a bit hazy, but KEEP THESE DATES CLEAR! From Thursday 

evening, June 11th, through Saturday afternoon, June 13th, MAARC's Radioactivity - 98 
megameet will hold your interest! We are at the same hotel as last year — the Best Western 
Maryland Inn, Exit 33B off I-95 between Washington and Baltimore. The motel is just west of the 

MD RT 198 exit. Pre-registrations for the meet must be mailed on or before May 26 to qualify for 

the discounted rate. Note: Registration fee includes spouse and children or fiancé. They do not 

need to register. Hotel reservations are separate from meeting registrations. Make your reservations 
directly with the hotel using the hotel reservation card on the last page of this pull-out. Hotel 

reservations must be received by May 28 for the discount. 

The Radio Trader's Mart opens at 6:00 p.m. THURSDAY, June 11th. Last year we sold 138 flea market spaces. 
We expect this year's turnout to be larger yet. There will be a BIG Old Equipment Ccntest on Friday, an 
Awards Banquet on Friday evening, and a BIG auction on Saturday. We will be offering a hands-on, in-depth 
radio repair class to the first 20 people who register for the class. (MAARC members get preference.) 
Throughout the meet, the Magothy Room will be a hospitality suite with old radio videos showing. 

COME TO THE BANQUET! 

Join us for the MAARC awards banquet Friday night, 
June 12. Each year we have some fine door prizes for the 
attendees — radios, tubes, etc. The Best of Show and 
People's Choice Awards from the Old Equipment 
Contest will be presented at the banquet. We are lining 
up some fine old time radio entertainment, too. 

You have a choice of three entrees: (Be sure to 
specify your choice on the registration card.) 

• 

• 

• 

London broil (beef) with mushroom sauce 
Chicken Picatta with fettucini 
Pasta Primavera (vegetarian) 

Meals include tossed salad, entree, vegetable, bread and 
butter, beverage, and mousse for dessert. 

The cash bar is from 6 - 7 p.m., dinner promptly at 7, 
and entertainment and awards after dinner. Banquet 
tickets are $20 each, or $35 per couple. A "couple" 
means a husband and wife or two people who are dating. 
(You're on the honor system for claiming legitimate 
couple status.) The cutoff date for the banquet head 
count is Tuesday, June 9, so if you do not order 
banquet tickets in advance with your preregistration, 
you will not be able to attend unless there is a last 
minute cancellation by someone else. We can provide 
refunds for banquet tickets only up to June 9 After that 
date, only if someone else wants to buy tickets. 

Do join us for this event. It's a great way to get to 
know your fellow collectors better. You might win a nice 
radio door prize worth more than the cost of the ticket! 

SEMINARS 8i SPECIAL EVENTS: 

• Three-session radio repair class—see schedule. Bring a radio with a problem and a schematic if you 
have one. You must pre-register, limited to first 20 registrants. 

• Seminar 10:00 a.m. Friday—"50 Years of FM Radio." 
• Banquet Friday night, with a guest speaker about old-time radio. 



Radioactivity 98 Schedule 

Date I Time Event Location 

11 Jun 4:00 p.m. Conference Registration Opens Registration Table, Hotel Lobby 

(Thurs.) 6:00 p.m. Flea MAARC-et Opens Parking Lot (rear of hotel) 

7:30 p.m. to 9:30 Radio Repair Class - Session 1 
Pre-reestration revired for all sessions 

Severn Room 

.p.m. ___,..... .. .. .. . ... ... 

12 Jun 6:00 a.m. Flea MAARC-et Opens Parking Lot 

(Friday) 8:00 a.m. Conference Registration Re-opens Registration Table, Hotel Lobby 

8:00 a.m. Free coffee, donuts Parking Lot 

9:00 a.m. Old Equipment Contest Check-in Patuxent Room 

10:00 a.m. Seminar: 50 Years of FM Radio Chesapeake Room 

12:30 p.m. Old Equipment Contest Check-in closed. Patuxent Room 

2:00 - 4:00 p.m. Radio repair course - Session 2 Severn Room 

2:30 p.m. Old Equipment Contest Viewing, 
Voting for People's Choice. 

Patuxent Room. 

5:00 p.m. Registration table closed for the day 

6:00 p.m. Social Hour, cash bar Atrium Banquet Area 

7:00 p.m. Awards Banquet Atrium Banquet Area 

10:00- 10:45.p.m. Old Equipment Contest Tour Patuxent Room 
.:.,,,,,,,.:.:.:.:.:,.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:,-,:.:.:.:.:.:.:,.:.:...:.:.:...:.:.:.:..:.:......17....,,,...: .,................,...7....,::::,.....::...........,,,,:.,,,,,.:,..:::,,..:,........:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:,,,,..»..........:....... 

Flea MAARC-et opens Parking Lot 13 Jun 6:00 a.m. 

(Sat.) 7:00 a.m. Auction consignment Atrium 

7:00 a.m. Conference Registration Desk Re-opens Lobby 

8:00 a.m. Free coffee, donuts Parking Lot 

7:00-9:30 a.m. Old Equipment Contest clear-out Patuxent Room 

9:00-11:00 a.m. Radio repair course - Third Session Severn Room 

11:30 a.m. Auction consignment closes Atrium 

12:00 noon Auction (3hr): Col. Belanger Atrium 

The Old Equipment Contest: 

The contest categories proposed in the January Radio Age have been revised based on feedback from our 
members. Several members were keen on anniversary radios, so we have a golden anniversary category—radios 50 
years old this year. Also, Philco began making radios in 1928, 70 years ago, so we have a Philco category. 

Old Equipment Contest Final Categories (Prizes for Best of Show and People's Choice, too): 

1. Homebrew receivers from publications - 1920s 
2. Homebrew receivers from publications - 1930s 
3. Factory-made radios from the 1920s, battery or 

ac-powered. 
4. Homebrew transmitters from publications - 

1920-1940, <100 watts plate input power 
5. Transistor radios, all styles 
6. Best sounding table radio - (>50 years old) 

7. Golden anniversary radio, any make, any size 
8. Best picture table TV - 40 years old) 
9. Anything Philco! 
10. Cathedral style radio, any make, any size 
11. Advertising Devices/Literature 
12. Loudspeaker - horn type 
13. Loudspeaker - cone type 



Old Equipment Contest Guidelines: 

For your guidance, the Old Equipment Contest judges use the following scoring weights: 
A. [0-10 pts.] General Appearance (Is item restored, cleaned, and generally presentable, or just "as-found?") 

B. [0-10 pts] Item Rarity (Not as important as authenticity, but it counts for the item to be relatively hard to find.) 
C. [0-20 pts] Authenticity (How much of the item is demonstrably authentic? Documentation may be crucial.) 
D. [0-40 pts] Documentation (Critical to winning. Blue ribbon impossible without it. Ads, journal articles, books, news clips, 
photos all help.) 
E. [0-10 pts] Entrant Effort (How much was done by entrant, based on appearance and documentation?" 

F. [0-10 pts] Qualitative Bonus based on judgment and experience. 
• Only one entry per contestant per category allowed. 
• Documentation is required, and should include the manufacturer's data, advertising, and specific entry data (where found, how 

restored, and dates). 
• For the best picture and best sounding categories, categories 6 and 8, the following special rule applies: 
Weights A, B, and C above are replaced by a "best sound" or "best picture" score (0 to 40 points). While radios and TVs in this 
category can be restored, e.g., with new capacitors, etc. the radio must be authentic in the sense of having the original speaker and 
no modifications to the circuit that would affect the sound., such as making a single tube output section into a push-pull section. 

• All entries (except as noted below for advertising devices) must be able to fit on a table and take up no more than 3' x 5' of table 
space. 
• In categories 1, 2, and 4, "publications" include magazines, newspapei articles, books, and brochures dared as indicated. You 
must have at least a photocopy of the original article with your display. 
• Advertising (category 11) may be wall-mounted but entrant must supply easel or stand, as no mountings are permitted to be 
fastened to the walls. 
• In category 6, the judges will supply a full-AM-bandwidth signal modulated at about 50% with recorded classical music, tuned 
to approximately 1.0 MI-1Z, at 20 microvolts open-circuit signal strength. It will be available to connect to the radio's antenna 
terminal or to be inductively coupled to the radio's loop antenna, whichever is appropriate. Subjective judging will follow. 
• In category 8, a rabbit-ear antenna will be used by the judges to pick up whatever TV signals are available. Judging of picture 
quality will be subjective, comparing the different entries in contrast, clarity, picture stability, freedom from snow, and sound quality. 

MAARC's AUCTION AND FLEA MARKET 

MAARC's auction commission is 10% of the 
selling price; however, there is an upper limit of only 
$10 on the sales commission. So you can sell a $ 1000 
breadboard or a $3000 Catalin at our auction and pay 
a commission of only $ 10. Because there is a 
minimum $1 commission per item sold, you are better 
off to make batch lots of inexpensive items. For 
example, suppose you have five undesirable Bakelite 
radios to auction that sell for only $2 each. Because of 
the $ 1 minimum commission if you sell them as 
separate items, you will keep only $1 each, for a total 
of $5. But let's say you put the five radios in a box and 
the box lot sells for $8. You would pay a $1 
commission and keep $7. Please batch inexpensive 
items. It is better for you and keeps the auction moving 
faster. MAARC reserves the right to refuse to auction 
items likely to bring less than $5. 

We do permit sellers to specify a minimum selling 
price. Lest we inhibit initial bids, we do not announce 
the minimum price, mentioning it only in cases where 
the last bid is nearly at the minimum amount, in which 
case we give the highest bidder an opportunity to up 
the bid to reach the minimum. (Or let the seller drop 

the minimum selling price to match the highest bid.) 

At Radioactivity this year we will conduct a silent 
auction on Saturday morning for the less valuable 
items. Items which (in the judgement of the auction 
officials) are not likely to sell for more than $ 10 may 
be diverted to the silent auction. Just before the regular 
auction begins, the silent auction will be closed and the 
highest bidders noted. This will save time at the 
regular auction by eliminating those junky boxes of old 
parts or Photofacts. (If you wish to place more 
expensive items in the auction, this is OK , too.) 

Flea Market Policy: Spaces taken on a first-come, 
first-served basis. Purchase as many spaces as you 
like. If you and a friend wish to have adjacent spaces, 
coordinate your arrival times. If you vacate your space, 
someone else may take it before you return. However, 
there are plenty of spaces in the lot and all are "good" 
spaces. You must display your flea market registration 

card in the window of your vehicle at all times. Don't 

unpack your car until you have registered! 



NOTE: This insert will be provided in both the April and May issues of Radio Age. When you detach the return 

forms below, the information on the back of this form will be available from the other issue. Copies of the Old 
Equipment Contest categories and rules and the meeting schedule will also be available at the registration desk. 

On or prior to May 26, 1998, mail the upper part of this form with your check made payable to MAARC, to: 

Brian Belanger, 5730 Avery Park Drive, Rockville, MD 20855-1738. 
Phone: (301) 258-0708 

IF AFTER MAY 26„ PLEASE COMPLETE THIS FORM AND BRING IT TO THE REGISTRATION DESK AT 

THE CONFERENCE (BEST WESTERN MARYLAND INN). S ouses/children do not need to register.) 

ITEM FEE AMOUNT ENCLOSED 

Registration, mailed before May 26, 1998 $ 4.00 

Registration at desk $ 8.00 

First Flea Market Space (no assigned spaces) $ 10.00 

Each additional space [Number I $ 10.00 ea. 

Banquet Tickets, Pre-registration required! 

# Beef # Chicken # Pasta 

$ 20.00 ea. or 

$35/couple 

Radio renair class. 3 sessions (call to reserve mace) $20 

Name: 

Address: 

City: 

e-mail Address 

State: Zip: 

Hotel where you will stay for Radioactivity - 98 

Phone: ( )   

Send this upper part of this sheet to Brian Belanger, address above. (You will not receive a registration 
confirmation in the mail.) 

Detach Here 

Return this hotel registration card to: Hotel reservation cutoff date: 5/28/98 

Best Western Maryland Inn - Group Reservations 
15101 Sweitzer Lane Laurel, MD 20707 (301) 776-5300 

Rates: Single: $69, Double: $69, Triple: $79, Quadruple: $79 Plus 10% tax 

Group: Mid-Atlantic Antique Radio Club Group Number: 2169 

Name Address 

City  State  Zip  Phone  

Arrival Date  # Rooms  # Nights  # People  

2-double bed rooms  1-king bed rooms  Smoking  Non-smoking 

Credit Card #  Exp. Date  

Cardholder name 

Note: Reservations require credit card number or one night's deposit. 
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of Rhodes' Condenser Re-Former 
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When Tube Testers Disagree 
by Alan Douglas 

[Yes, still hzg up on tube testers, curve traces, and stuff like that. Hey, that's the stuff we like... Ed] 

Opinions tend to extremes: there are those who don't believe anything a tube tester tells them, and 
those who expect all calibrated testers to give the same Gm reading, no matter what. Mutual 

conductance however is very dependent on operating conditions, and no two tube testers are quite alike. 

Furthermore, most of them have inherent flaws, especially in dealing with high-mu tubes running at low 
plate current such as the 12AX7. 

Figure 1 is a point-by-point plot of a 
randomly-selected 12AX7 on a Weston 
analyzer, model 686 10A, along with the 
Gm readings at various positions along 
the curve. This "transfer" characteristic, 
though not usually given in tube 

manuals, shows clearly the nonlinear 
operating area. The mutual conductance 
at any point is readily determined 

graphically by the slope of a tangent line 
(delta plate current divided by delta grid 
voltage): it goes higher as the curve gets 
progressively steeper. 

Evidently a tube tester could give any 
value from 1000 to 3000 micromhos, 
depending on the applied grid bias and 

resulting plate current. And a very small 
change in the tester's bias setting--one 
volt is only 10 on a crowded 0-100 bias-

pot scale--makes a huge difference in the 
meter reading. 

The inherent flaw mentioned earlier is 
the grid signal voltage. In the better 
laboratory models this can be a tenth of a 
volt or even less, but in a typical Hickok 
is much higher. 5 VAC is usual for the 
older models, down to 1 V for the later 

ones, but even 1 VAC is 2.8V peak-to-
peak, way too much for low-bias tubes. A 2.8 volt swing 
Gm reading under those conditions is only a crude average. 

Measuring AC plate current in a 
Hickok tester 

Limiting the discussion to the true Gm testers that apply 
an AC grid signal and measure AC plate current, the first 

model was the Hickok AC47 in 1930, which used a 2.5 
volt grid signal and a 6.25 mA dynamometer meter 
movement, for a Gm scale of 2500 micromhos. A 
dynamometer meter has two coils: the usual moving coil, 
and a stationary coil instead of a permanent magnet. 
One coil is excited by AC from a power-transformer 
winding (if you apply the current being measured to both 
coils, you get a wattmeter). 

Job Barnhart's patented ( 1934) circuit allowed a 
presumably-cheaper DC meter to measure AC plate 
current, and all of Hickok's later models except the 
laboratory type 700 ( 1954-58) used this arrangement. 

However they required a grid signal of five volts on the 
3000 micromho range, effectively 15 mA full scale (5 x 
3000 = 15,000 uA = 15 mA). Refinements such as AC 
balance pots and more sensitive meters allowed lower 
full-scale ranges in later models, down to 3 mA in the 

539C. 

The 700 used a dynamometer meter, like the original 

AC47, but of 3 mA fs. sensitivity, excited by a 

transformer winding and resonated with a .22 mfd series 
capacitor to increase the current. 

will drive them from cutoff to grid current; any 

Figure 2 demonstrates the problem with various Hickoks. Superimposed on the original transfer curve are 
the actual (measured) operating points for the different models, along with the grid-signal swing and the 
Gm readout on each tester. Models with a 5 V signal are not shown since the operating points are way 

off the top of the chart, at 6 mA; this includes the popular I-177, TV3, TV7, TV 1 0, and the pre- 1950 
commercial models such as the 533. The only testers that come even close to reality are the TV2, 539C, 

and the lab model 700 (but only on the 6000 range). Even on the 700, you can see the plate current jump 

upward when the grid signal is switched on, from .7 to .9 mA, indicating nonlinear operation. Note that 
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the TV2 will not read out directly in Gm unless you calibrate the shunt pot. 

A 12AX7 is perhaps a worst-case example, but it could very well be the reason why Hickok abandoned 

the laboratory-model 700 in 1958 just after updating it with regulated power supplies: its Gm meter had 
only 3 mA sensitivity which could not be increased by further tricks. 

The best plan is to get to know your tester, see how it handles weak tubes, and don't put too much stock in 
the exact numbers. A plate milliammeter is also helpful in setting the operating point, rather than 
depending on the grid-bias dial. 

Fig. 2 notes: 

A. Model 6000A, 2.5-Vac signal 

B. KS 15750 Li, a 539 variant made for Western 
Electric, 1-Vac signal 

C. 700, 1-Vac signal (3000 Gm scale) 

D. TV7, 1 Vac, "D" range ( 15,000 umhos full 

scale). B and C ranges 
(3000 and 6000) use a 5-Vac signal. 

E. 700, .5-Vac signal (6000 Gm scale) 

F. TV2, .25-Vac signal. The roll chart calls for 
225V on the plate but I set it to 155V to match the 

other models being tested. A transfer curve plotted 
with the TV2 agrees well with the Weston above .5 
mA Ip but is displaced about .2 V to the left. By 
the way, the TV2 was not actually made by 

Hickok, but uses the standard Hickok circuit with 
the addition of a DC screen supply. 

G. 539C, . 5-Vac signal. A transfer curve plotted 
with the 539C agrees fairly well with the Weston 
above 1 mA Ip except that the Gm reads a little 
high. Reading the 2" bias meter this closely 
however takes some imagination. Note also that 
both the 539C and TV2 require an external plate 
milliammeter (I used a Simpson 260 and a 9-pin 
socket extender). 

The Weston 686 10A uses a . 1 VAC signal. For 
the record, Cardmatics are .22 V; the early RCA 
WT100A uses 0.85 V, the later version 0.17 V 
(3000 range, 45 kHz), Oh, and in case anyone is 

curious, the Hickok 700 lab model is great fun to 

use, but aside from its regulated power supplies is 
no match for the Weston 686 10A. 

Radio Quiz Results 

In the last quiz, in the March 1998 issue, we asked what K-call radio stations were ALWAYS in the east. 

There were two: KDKA and KQV, both in Pittsburgh. Countless members answered with KDKA and 

KYW in Philadelphia, but KYW was originally in Chicago. Tom Datri got it right, though. 

Practically everybody must have listened in to "Can You Top This?" Of course the three stars were Joe 

Laurie, Jr., Harry Hershfield, and "Senator" Ed Ford, with Peter Donald reading the write-in jokes. 

The question about the weird Gernsback "Detectorium" was answered by John Lowe, of Sharpsburg, MD. 

It was a silicon crystal detector which pressed against a slide-tuned coil. Tuning was accomplished by the 
movement of the crystal. 

And Another Quickie Quiz by John Lowe: 

1. What was the name of the most famous single radio show, which played on October 30, 1938? 

2. What was Lum 'n Abner's store's name? 
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MORE ON SAFETY IN AC-DC RADIOS 
by Ed Lyon and others 

In March we ran an article on making ac-dc radios safe to use and to service. We left the article end on a 
puzzle, though. Here's an answer - not perfect, mind you, but better than no answer. 

When ac-dc radios come up for service, there is always the worry about servicing them, and the need for 
isolation transformers becomes apparent, if we are not going to get shocked during servicing. Even worse 
is the worry that someone without any experience in these sets turning one on in a dangerous location, and 

getting a severe shock. 

We considered, in that past article, two classes of ac-dc sets. One class had the chassis not directly 
connected to the power line, but, instead, bypassed to it. This set could be made safe through REWIRING 

OF THE ON-OFF SWITCH PLUS USING A THREE-WIRE GROUNDING POWER CORD. We 
emphasize the rewiring of the on-off switch to interrupt the "hot" lead feeding the filaments and rectifier 
plate, rather than the B- return. This is critical to safety-ing the radio. 

The second class of radios, very populous in our servicing experiences, is that which has its chassis 
directly wired to one side of the power line when its switch is on. Our suggested fix for this radio was 

also to rewire the on-off switch circuit to have it interrupt the hot lead, rather than the chassis lead to the 
power line. I got a long letter from some master electricians who quoted all sorts of National Electric 

Code paragraphs to me, and one from John Grady of Massachusetts, who took the time to try a suggested 
solution. Thanks, John. 

Our problem was what to do about the chassis getting tied directly to the power line, even though, in our 

"fix" we tied it to the NEUTRAL side of the line, not very likely to get anyone shocked. The puzzle came 
with what to do with the green grounding wire in the 3-wire power cord. We recognized that tying it, 
also, to the chassis would probably pop any GFCI breaker feeding the circuit, and that ain't good. What 

isn't good about it isn't the popping of the breaker, but violating the sacred separation of GROUNDING 
conductors from NEUTRAL conductors. 

So John suggested removing all B- returns in these radios from chassis, and connecting them to a 
separate bus, which could be carefully bypassed to chassis. Hey! That makes this class of radios just like 
the first class we talked about. While admirable, it just isn't practical. You'd be amazed at how many 
clever circuits use the chassis as a conductor in these radios. Removing them all is a big job. He also 
suggested using a two-wire power cord for these sets, using a newer polarized plug, which will plug in 

only one way, connecting the B- bus (and chassis in class 2 radios) to the neutral. 

OK, so we no longer have the green wire connected to the neutral wire, via the radio chassis. What we 

have, though, is a power cord which can be forced into an older wiring socket, upside down, that is, with 

its wide blade, intended for neutral, connected to the hot terminal. Same old unsafe radio, in this case. 

So we conclude that for our own power sockets, where we know the wiring is safe and polarized 

properly, we can make both classes of ac-dc radios safe, but for the customer or user who tries out the 
radio in an old-wired home, or who forces the polarized plug into a socket upside down, things are still 
unsafe. Maybe those second-class radios with chassis tied directly to one side of the power line are just 

always going to be the bad news we always thought they were. Maybe Lud Sibley, who seems to like to 
catalog things like this, could prepare a table of models, classifying them as to whether they can be made 
safe or not. 
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ÇiDçl!Jorpc;J2 CLASSIFIER) AIDS 2 con Ç;9 
Radio Age ads, limited to 100 words or fewer, are 

free to MAARC members, but, please, not more than 

one ad per member per month. All ads subject to 
editing, and ads will not be repeated unless re-sub-

mitted. Send ads to either editor listed on  

masthead on page 2. Deadline for all ads for any 
issue is 10th of the previous month ( in editor's hands).  
No telephone ads, please, but e-mail is welcomed. 

For Sale: Reel-to-reel tape recorders: Webcor portable in tan, 2-motor model w/ mike, working condition, $75; 
TEAC Autoreverse A4010S, vertical style, working, $ 125; Akai X1800SD, includes 8-track cart player, vertical 

style, 2 mike inputs plus VU meter, works; $ 100. All above pick up or add considerable S&H costs. Don Maurer 

Sr, Maurer Television, 29 South 4H1 St., Lebanon, PA 17042; (717) 272-2481. 

Sale: Many of your favorite old time radio shows are available on tape cassettes. You select the shows you want 

and purchase them by the hour. Fast, friendly service. Send for our catalog listing over 5,400 shows arranged by 
category and title. Only $2.00 (P&H). Send request to: Erstwhile Radio, PO Box 2284, Peabody, MA 01960. 

Services Offered: Professional restorations for all antique table radios, consoles, cathedrals, tombstones, battery 
sets, and comm receivers • Complete overhauls • Lacquer-sprayed, hand-rubbed cabinet refinishing • Reasonable 
rates • Free estimates • UPS/USPS/FEDEX shipments OK• All work guaranteed. Also buy/trade/ sell/find 

radios/parts. Bob Eslinger - Antique Radio Restoration & Repair - 20 Gary School Rd., Pomfret Center, CT 
06259; phone/fax (203) 928-2628, hours 9 a.m.-5 p.m., Tue-Sat.; e-mail: radiodoc@neca.com; visit in person, or 

web: http://www.neca.com/—radiodoc 

Wanted: 1. An intact cabinet and knobs for a Zenith 6-D-311 (page 201, Bunis 2nd Ed.) 2. The articulated detector 
probe for a "Flivver" crystal set. It's like page 62 in volume 1 of Crysrtal Clear. Longwave, BCB coils and a coil 

rack for SW-3 coils (yeah, I know how likely that is.) Fred Sodamann, 2603 N. Greenwood, Pueblo, Colorado 

81003; (719)543-6654 - call collect after 5p.m. MDT 

For Sale: NIB Novelties: Beanee Weenee, Kraft Macaroni and Cheese, $30.00. Enlarged (8.5"x 1 1") photocopies: 
Radiola III manual, $5.00. Radiola 60 "Instruction Manual", $5.00, and "Dealers Service Notes" with Ghirardi's 

Troubleshooting Notes, $ 10.00, both for $ 13.00. All post paid. LSASE for list of novelty radios, photocopies and 
original radio, tube, and test equip. manuals and other paper. Herman Gross, 1705 Gordon Drive, Kokomo, IN 

46902. (765) 459-8308, E-mail: w9itt@juno.com. 

For Sale: Tower Model 28 cone speaker, exc. cond., $65; Clinton 7-tube, 3-band, tombstone radio, $75; Crosley 51 

with tubes and manual, $95; 4-tube homebrew, nice, $45; 2-tube homebrew, with 199s, $60; 1-tube, 3-dial 
homebrew, $45; 1-tube homebrew, lots of binding posts, $40; AK double detector, reproduction, exc. cond., $ 100; 

Revere 400 portable radio, leather, $60; Radiola AG814 loop, $65; Duo-Spiral folding loop, $85; Zenith 6D015 
portable radio, $30; Federal loop antenna, $75; Radiola 100A speaker, v. good cond., $35; all above plus S&H. 
Wally Worth, 2 W. Elm Avenue, Wollaston, MA 02170; (617) 479-4512 (before 9 p.m. EST). 

FOR SALE: An interesting collection of fifty (50) tube type portable radios including a rare Zenith Bakelite chassis 
model. Price has been reduced to only $ 1000 plus delivery for all fifty (to be sold as a lot). I can deliver to The Mid-

Atlantic or North East regions or you can pickup in RI. Many other radios plus books, magazines, parts, software, etc 
for sale. Please send a large SASE for complete list ( 12 pages). Thank you. David Crowell, 40 Briarwood Road, 
North Scituate, RI 02857. email (questions only) to aq253(eosfn.org 

Wanted: Good, working Crosley audio transformer for Crosley Trirdyn; also Crosley Bonzo (dog); buy or trade. 

Ken Frankenberry, 410 Sadler Street, Pt. Marion, PA 15474; 724-725-5776. 
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For Sale: Fada Catalin 652 radio, cabinet great, one knob missing, needs tubes, power line cord, schematic 

included, $650 or best offer. Ken Eichelman, 1506 Midvale Ave., Catonsville, MD 21228; 410-788-8929. 

Wanted: Oscillator coil for Philco 80 Jr. And antenna coil RFT-1 for AK 82; also need output transformer for 
Crosley 124, or junker chassis with transformer. Paul M. Williams, 2364 Beaver Valley Pike, New Providence, 

PA 17560; 717-786-3803. 

Wanted: Decent dial glass for Philco 42-327 (Philco # 27-5754): junker chassis for RCA R-7 or equal; junker 

chassis for Philco 37-116 with good dial; junker chassis for Zenith 6V27; also want rusty Scotts. Charlie 

Scarborough, 616 Emerson St., Arlington, VA 22203-1406; 703-807-1807. 

For Sale: Guild roll-top desk hi-fi, best offer; NOS military headphones H-65/U, 4 k ohm, $ 15; NOS 100-uA round 

meters, $4. 
Wanted: Cabinet for Midwest Royale (or best offer for my complete chassis); chassis for " Little Giant" mini-
cathedral; chassis for GE K-64; current-squared meter and detector for Kolster Type D decremeter; speaker for 
Philco 70 grandfather clock/radio; any information on Abbiphone Type CRO (British) mini-crystal set. Michael 
Crain, 3 Hillside Ave., Harveys Lake, PA 18618-9782; e-mail: mcrain1952@aol.com 

Wanted: Chassis & speaker for Grunow Model 460 — a small tombstone with a round dial and two knobs; Chassis 
and escutcheon for General Television model 534 wooden baby grand piano radio (Bunis Volume 2, page 92); 

chassis and speaker for small ( 12"H x 9"W x 5 '/2"D) Cathedral (has three shafts, center one lower than the other two; 
paper on bottom doesn't give manufacturer, but states it is a "Model R" serial number (version) 320001 and up; uses 
four tubes, 71, 77, 42, and 80; has a cut out in the bottom for tuning capacitor plates to open all the way, would like 

chassis, speaker, or any other information that might help me identify this cabinet; very similar to small Simplex 
radio); also looking for a chassis for a small barrel radio with a diamond escutcheon plate that says "Old Lager." 
For Sale: E.H. Scott All Wave 12, double dial in Plymouth cabinet. Joe Koester, 7111 Misty Brook, San Antonio, 

TX 78250-3498, 210-522-1662, jwkoest@earthlink.net 

For Sale: Galena crystal radios, super sensitive and selective in rare wood cases; parts to make your own; L. 
Gardner, 458 Two Mile Creek Road, Tonawanda, NY 14150; 716-873-0447. 

For Sale: Catalog #7, containing 116 pages of parts, tubes, and literature, is now available - $6.00 PPD. Gary B. 

Schneider, Play Things of Past, 9511-23 Sunrise Blvd., Cleveland, OH 44133. 

Wanted: Philco 70 or 90, RCA 143, Atwater Kent 356, and Stewart Warner R- 1301-A; in excellent condition and 
original finish; Arcturus type 80 tubes. Mark Murphy, 1400 Chicago Ave, #802, Evanston, IL 60201; (847) 

328-5036. 

Wanted: For research on 1940 Zenith Bakelite-
chassis radios — I am looking for a super-junker 
chassis that I can strip down to the bare molding with 
a clear conscience. Sets in this series have horizontal 
thumb-wheel volume control above dial scale. I also 
need a complete table model using this chassis, which 
I can cosmetically restore. I already have the 
radio/phono and the portable. Also need advertising 
on this series. Robert Lozier, 600 E. Green St., 
Monroe, NC 28112; kd4hsh@juno.com 

For Zenith 
Research 
Project 
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Radioactivity, MAARC's annual extravaganza, will be on June 11, 12, and 13, starting on Thursday the 

Ilth at 6 p.m., although rumor has it that there might be some flea marketeers there as early as 2 p.m. Big 

auction on Saturday, the 13th. 

May 24th 1998 Howard County, MD, Fairgrounds Hamfest 8 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. 

June 7th 1998 Manassas, VA, Hamfest and Computer Show, 1/2 mile south of Manassas on VA route 

234, see http://www.qsl.net/olevahams 

June 21st, 1998  Father's Day Hamfest, Frederick (MD) County Fairgrounds in Frederick. This is a 

big one, generally. 8 a.m. - 3 p.m. 

H1 11U Unt or RilblOilZ 
The Re-Former - Part 2 

Calendar 

MAARC Quiz and Tidbits 

More on Safe ac-dc Radios 

Tube Testers in Disagreement 

The First Converter or Q-5er?? 

Classified Ads 

Charlie Rhodes 

MAARC meets and hamfests 

from all over 

Ed Lyon 

Alan Douglas 

Ed Lyon 

and more! 

Mid Atlantic Antique Radio Club 
Barry Zimmerman, Membership Chairman 
5825 Woodwinds Cir. 
Frederick, MD 21703-7579 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiIiiIiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilli 

Bruce Shetrone 9811 

1817 Cremen Rd 
Pasadena MD 21122-3304 

Bulk Rate 
Postage Paid 
Buckeystown, MD 
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